


A Note from the Pastor
The many symbols associated with this time of year might relate to personal traditions or ones dating 
back many years. As much as I wish to concentrate on the Advent Season, Christmas fever consumes 
society by this point in the year. Stores began displaying Christmas decorations weeks ago, and “Black 
Friday” commercials preceded Thanksgiving by a month this year. Not to mention Christmas movies 
appeared no later than November 1 on some channels. I do not wish to appear as Scrooge when I say, “It 
is not truly the Christmas Season yet!” I say this to emphasize the need to remember the Season of 
Advent and a time of preparation leading to December 25 and the birth of the Christ Child. The Byrdhouse 
decorates in preparation for Christmas during the Advent Season, and I love the atmosphere that creates 
a feeling of joy at most times. Walking into a room with a Christmas tree and various decorations provides 
a sense of warmth in a world cold with tension.

Looking around our home, you notice one particular decoration, Nutcrackers. These wooden figures, most 
often in the shape of soldiers or kings, are closely connected with Christmas in the minds of many. 
However, this connection has been relatively recent since the birth of Christ, especially in the United 
States.

“The Nutcracker Ballet,” which debuted in 1892, sparked interest in Europe for the wooden
figures, yet in Germany, nutcrackers saw widespread favor well before that date. The
nutcrackers, as we know them today, originated in Germany and were given as gifts long before
the famous ballet entered the scene. Nevertheless, the ballet assisted in spreading an interest
further throughout Europe.

The modern nutcracker figures came to the United States as a result of the end of World War
II. Soldiers stationed in post-war Germany bought nutcrackers, sent them home as gifts, and
established a connection in the United States to the European tradition. Christmas quickly added
the nutcracker figures to the many traditions present, and here we are today.
With the First Sunday of Advent on November 27, you will read this article after my Advent
sermon series, The Unexpected Gift: Finding Christ in Christmas!, begins. The series moves
us through the Advent journey drawing from God’s Word and developing themes from “The
Nutcracker” ballet. The journey through Advent challenges believers to prepare their hearts once
again for the Christ Child while overwhelmed by society’s secular Christmas overload.
Take the moments offered over the next several weeks to participate in the worship, study, and
fellowship activities at NBC and be renewed by Finding Christ!


